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1.Inti-oduction.

In,the petit fem'yeare., theoretical.linguists, have become

Increasingly involved in various soCially relevant activities,

In particular in serving as expert witnesses in legal

proceedings. Most pfteh, the subfield of linguistics involved

is the one that is'mo,:1 obviously 'socially relevant',

sociolinguistics. Roger Shuy's topic-analysis presented at a

Texas murder trial and William Labov's tostimony on Black

English during the landmark Ann Artior case are lust two of the

better known examples. The case I. am about to describe,

howe'ver, involves a subcield of linguistics that is test; often

thought of--at least by linguisls--as having'practical

application or social cylvance, the subfield of linguistic

pragmat!cs. By tin ntstic Pragmatics I mean that field of

linguistics whose goal it is to discover the principles by

which hearers or readers 'understand' a text, or, somewhat

more precisely, construct a model on the baHIH of that text,

given that they hayt the sentence-level competence to parse

the sentences of the text and to assign logical forms ln those

sentence!.

In what. follows. I shall first provide some background

Information c.onrern1ti n vase in which. I served as an expert

,witness; then I shall describe.the.analysis that I tireavnted



in Court; and, finally, I shall discuss some potential.

problem areas that face linguists serving as expert witnesses.

2.8ackgrouncl,: the case.

In 1976:the plaintiff, then a55 year old cement- worker

with .an eighth grade education, applied for and received a

disability incsrance policy from a xertain'insurance company,

the defendant. In 1977, the insured suFfered n'heart attack,

was declared disabled, and began collecting disability

payments from the company. Bowyer, in 1978, the company

rescinded the policy on the grounds that the insured had not

answe.rea truthrullyfour of the-sixteen questions on the

original application questionnaire. The latter brought suit

against the company to collect his disability insurance, and

his lawyer litred me to analyze the questionnaire 'from

linguistic point of view'. I was Che.sole witness for the

plaintiff. The analysis that follows constitutes the

testimony presented. It. should be nnted that there was no

jury, the case being decided by the judge.

3. Analysis.

Before examining the applicati`on questiallis separately,

must, stress thal a determination of what thi ' or any other

text 'really means' is not at issue here, a

appr.oach does not take to he even poasible.

ask that this

Rather, we are

desefibing the various principles and strategies that n

Coopervtive Reader has at his/her disposal 11n order to

.construct an understanding. Which principl s and strategies

the plaintiff actually used, and, therefore, which

'unders,tandings he in fact constructed, are beyond the ken of

heoretical linguistics. . If, howevr, It c'an be shown that a

Coops -ative Reader.In the same state of health and knowledge

as the plaintiff can ,nswer the questions In the same way and

be in good faith, then we will have Invalidated the conclusion

that the plaintiff necessarily lied.'

3.1.The first question.

The first question, 013 nn the application, involves the

problem of assigning an appropriate denotation to on

expression.

Question 013: Have you any impairmentS?...Loss of sight

or hearing?...Loss of arm or leg?...Are

you'crIppled or deformed?...lf so,

On the original appllearlon, the plaintiff' had answered no to
1

thla questioc. The company claimed that this was an untruth

because he infat was overweight, had a high cholesterol

level, and had occasional backaches. (No work time bad ever

been lost on account of these conditions.) '

The analysis focuses on n Cooperative Reader's assignment

of a denotation to the word impsirment. If we think of the

denotatinn of some word W as Its extension, that Is, as the

.set of 111 the objects/states/events in all poaible worlds

tWat ran appropriately and truly he called a W, we see that

different classes, of words work differently.

For certain words, fh denotation is lear-cut:

3



vertebrate, for example, denotes every object in every

possible world that has a spinal column, and only [home. For

a word of this class, we can find a necessary and sufficient

conditihn (or 'set of conditions) that must be met for the word

to be true of some object, e.g. 'having a spinal column' for.

vertebrate.

Fur another cliss of words, the situation is more

complex: there art some objects which they ..prototypically'

denote and others which they denote 'fuzzily'. For example, a

tuna is a prototYpicel fish, while, for the'leyman, an eel is

'sort'of'.8 fish. (See Lakoff 197.2, Rosch 1977 for

discussion.) Fo..: such words,. we can find an associated set of

properties such that, the more properties ie the set that hold

for some object, the closer to the prototype that object is.

For a third class of Words, the situation is even more

.complex: their extension ranges over a ,very. broad set of

objects but, in any given usage, includes only a (proper)

subset of that. set. For example, if I discover that I am out

of cigarettes, I may think of my state as a problem. If,

however, the very next day, my psychoanalyst asks me if I've

had any problems, I can truthfully and appropriately say no

(assuming I could have truthfully and Appropriately said no

had the cigarette incident not taken place). Problem, then,

is a word whose potential denotation'cliffers from its actual

denotation, the actual denotation being a subset of the

potential and being aelected on the grounds of contextual

relevance. That i8, a hearer/reader assigns the actual

denotation of a word like problem on the basis of the context

(both linguistic and extralingutstic). In addition, it should

be noted that the range of objects in th'e potential denotation

is often ordered and is seen as'involving a scale of

magnitude: thus we may distAnguishbetween ..blg.probleme. and

'small problems', and the distinition is different from that

between :big vertebrates' and 'small vertebrites'.

Impairment is in the ,third class, That is, we cannot say

truthfully and appropriately of something that it is or is not

an impairment as we can say of soMething that it in or is not

a vertebrate--there is no'necessary and sufficient condition

/for something to be an impairment, out Of context. Iiikewigle, /

there Is no 'prototypical' impairment, no set of properties

that together make some object perfectly impairment -like. On'

the contrary, impairment is like problem in that its potential

denotatfbn ranges over a set, its actual denotatioh in'a gylvet

utterance being a (proper) subset of that set, determinabye

only on the basis of .contexteal relevance. Thuo,.for

a hangnail might count as an impairment in one context (1e.g.

if one is auditioning to be a nail polish model) but nySt in

another (e.g. if one is applying for a driver'slicet(se).

Turning now to the first part of the first question, Ha_

you any impairments?, we must consider the task of the

Cooperative Header (Cries 1975, Kaplan 1979). To Answer the

question, he must infer the actual denotation ofimppirmf.

unless of course he is totally Impairment-free, fi.e. has no

hangnail, dandruff, ingrown toenail, pimple, cavity, etc.

Assuming the Reader Is not In such A gpdlike plate, he must

search the context Jor clues. The immediate context As the



rest of the first question: Lois of sight or heariICI. Loss

of arm or lez1 Are you crIkpled pr deformed! Now

context presents sixsituntions that all come under the

potential denotation of flipairme.nt. The Cooperative Reader,.

then, hhs his clue: he can try to infer what the actual

denUtarlon of impairment is by induCtively inferring the

Immediate set of which these six states are members. The

states Include Aoss of the two major perceptual faculties',

loss o'r's'everelesaehing maSU:1l ability, and loss or severe

lessening of locomotion, in effect all (andperhaps only)

those states that lead to an individual's being called

physically disabled/handicapped, unable to function normally

in Society. Thus. the Cooperative Reader can induCtIvely infer

-that impairment here acrually denotes 'disabling/handicapping

condition', in which cage he will, in his response,-

appropriately' and in good conscience ignore all the

nondisabling afflictions he may have, e.g. a. missing tooth.

3.2.The second question.

The second question, 104 on the application, involves

.lexical competence and the notion of default reasoning.

Question 1114: Have you ever had.or do, you now have

(a)diabetes, heart disease, rheumatism,

arthritis, varicose veins, sacroiliac

brouble?...(b)cancer, tuberculosis,.

goiter, rectal disease, syphilis or any

other ve'ne'real disease?...

On the original application, the plaintiff had answered

6.

no to this question. The company claimed that the answer

should have been affirmative, since the plaintiff had had

hack.aches, nr 'sacririliac.Toubl.e'. The plaintIffthen

claimed that he did not know the meaning of the word

sacroiliac. To this, the company responded.that he abould
. .

then not have answered the question learning what the

word meant. My testimony is as follows.

The term socruiliac is a technical Latinate term, defined

in Webster's Third International Hictidnary as 'the. region of

jccture of the sacrum and ilium; also, the firm

fibro'cartilage joint between these bones'. It Is extremely

plansihle that a monual laborer with .inxighth grade ednuaLion
4

would not hp familiar wIth. this term, esvicially since English

Iran a short, highly frequent, and nonstigmatizea cdrrelate.of

Anglo-:Saxop origin, back, which though
Iar

less precise, meets

the everyday nerds of most laypersons. WHen more precision is

desired, Al common term tired, e.g. In comnieX(ials and '11

advertisements, Is.Jower back,

if we assume then that the respondant to the second

question was not familiar with sacroiliac we must address Atli,

Issue of the hanis for his nbgatIve resPonse. In fact, a

person in such a position might In prInelp1T invoke rmirnr ,t-w-m-- ----

strategies. One, he may auk someone present, what sacroiliac.

means, or, two, he may work by inference. The inforening

required here Is a very common and Important type, kttoWn In

the art II icial Intelligence literature as delault ryagnnit
-- -.

or rt.asonlny, from itp-omplete knoyledge. (See CollAns et al..

1975, Collins 1978, Reiter 1978.) Consider th'i, illlowing two

7



situations: 0 one should know about the other: but, since he does not'know

about the other, it must not be true, i.e. it must -be the

event he knows about. (See Webber 1978 for a full

discussion.)

Default reasoning is of great interest to computer

scientists attempting to produce ma.chlnes which act

.(1)A: Has any relative of yours ever, yon a Nobel

Prize? .

B: No.

If we imagfne that we are in B's pOsItiOn and that we would

answer as B has, we must consider the basis for our answer.

J1...1s,ayeryratep..eraonjndeedthatcan know for a fact that intelligently, since it turns out to figure very prominently
. .

he cannot trace any family link to any Nobel Prize recipient. in the reasoning which underlies intelligent human behavior,

Still and all, most people would answer without hesitation.

Th'e explamitionlies in default reasoning: one assumes that

being to the state :f having a relatiye who won a Nobel Prize

is a property of such a magnitude that, if one had that

property, one would know it. Therefore, since he does'not

know.that he has the 'property, he concludes that he must not

have 'it. Likewise, consider (2):

(2).A: Did you hear? Someone jumped in front of a

bus in front of Williams Hall and got killed)

H: He didn't jump--he was pushed.

What we are concerned with here is the.basis for B's remark.

Since A assetted only that there existed some individual suc10.

that he jumped...and go't killed, how can J3 know that the

--TITITvidualflfrrwyxTuTtretts tie sam, i ndiv-14-u-*-1-4---kg-ain the

explanation is default reasoning: B reasons that he knows

that someone was pushed in front of a bus in front of Williams

Hall this morning andgot killed, that he does not khow about

an individual jumping in front of a bus there and getting

killed, in the same time period, and that the two events are

analogous In importance, such that; if one knows about 'one,

8

IU

especially linguistic behavior. Default reasoning figures as

well in the field of lingui3tic pragmatics, where it is

needed, for example, to account for the successful

reference--he--in H's response. in (2).

To return to Question 014, we can see that a Cooperative

Reader, unfriliar with the w.ord..sacroiliac, may reason as

follows: know what all these-other words mean: they are

all names of seriout. and/or obvious ailments. I do not know

what'sacroilIac trouble means, but 1 inler that it, too, is a

serious and/or obvious ailment. Since I've had medical

checkupt, 1 assume that, if I had sacroiliac trouble, I would.

know 'about it. I do not know about it theref.ore, I.must not

have sacroiliac trouble.'

3.3.The third question.

The third question, 015 on th application, is a

linguist's delight in that it manifests syntactic r.higuity,

possible pragmatic Infrlirlty, and possib,11 false

presupposition.

Question MI5: Have you within the past 5 years had any

9
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medical advice, treatment, or disabling

,injury or mickness?...If so, give date,

cause and length of disability..:.

On the or!ginal application, the plaintiff had answered no to

the first part and left the second part blank. The company

claimed that this was an untruth because he had in fact had
0

annual checkups. The analysis is as follows.

The first part of Question #15 is a disjunctive question

involving, ultimately, four disjuncts, two of which are

two-ways ambiguous. Both instances of ambiguity arise from

the fact that the two adjectives, medical and disabling, have

two possible '.scope' assigtvtits, correspondilq to two

possible syntactic structures. Thus.there are four possible

readings of this sentence:

12

10

(3)a.Wide scope, wide scope:

...any medical advice or medical treatment or

disabling injury or disabling sickness...

riv.."Ac
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b.Wide scope, narrow scope:
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c.Narrow scope, wide scope:

...any medical advice

medical) treatment

or (not necessarily

or disabling inj,ry or

diaisbling sickness...

ter
at) el o

1

X% 6 Or or kr

PtttW )°t Oil 4, ea; twik na
. 1it0.1 4d, ce.mment "el f

d.Narrow scope, narrow scope:

...any medical advice or (not

medical) treatment

AI

Cic1kne44

necessarily

or disabling injury or (not

necessarily disabling) sickness...

bl,
made aJi(e

Thus, the Cooperative Reader has to select one from these

1,

0( fsln

At "
treArte f ol 461'. rssAt 1

sicine SS

four equally valid but truth-conditionally different readings

before beginning to provide an

fairly high level.of syntactic

complexity.

answer, which amounts to a

and semantic processing

Secondly, and equally importantly, on allfour readings,

'12

this sentence seems pragmatically deviant. That is, following

the Maxim of Quantity (trice 1975), natural-language users

assume that their interlocuters do not ask for information

which they already have or can plausibly infer. Following

Grace 1975, Searle 1969, and. others, Cooperative Reader,

upon reading a redundant question 'and assuming that the writer

is also cooperative, decides that. the writer is intending to

convey something other than what the literal meaning

indicates, and the reader then tries to figure out what this

other, nonliteral, implicated interpretation might be. As a

trivial example, if my dinner companion says, Can you pass the

salt?, I assume that the literal meaning, 'Do you'have the

ability to pass the salt?', is not intended, since he knows or

can plausibly infer the answer, and I, therefore, decide that

he intends something else, generally, 'Please pass the salt.'

Now .it is a fact of life that normal people get, colds and

other minor ailments, and it is a fact o contemporary

American life that people get"medical care fairly

regularly--if not to.treat those minor ailments, then simply

for checkups. Since advice and treatment are very'broad

terms, covering such commonplSces as You shouldn't smoky and

Take two aspirins, it is plau,Sibly inferrable of an American

that he has had medical advice and/or treatment in the past

five yesrs. A, Cooperative ftlader, then, might well infer that

this Is not the information requested and would try to find

clues as to what is intended!. There are several phssible

strategies generally availablle, but, in this CANE', there is an
!

.obvious and virtually unigndroble clue provided by the

13
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context., If so, give:date, cause, and lengtb of isability.

Thus, whatever thefirst sentence is intend d to convey,

if the answer is yes, then the reapondant must give,the date,

cause, and length of disability, which in turn pregupposes,

that there is a disability. By a standard logical rule of

inference, Modus Tollens, if there is no disability, then the

answer to the first question', whatever it may mean, is no.

Put differently, the two/parts of Question #15 entail the

following:

(4)IF pt ft is true that you have within the past

1.five years had medical advice,

treatment, or disabling injury or

sickness,

THEN q: there exists '10 date, cause, and a length

of disability.

Let us now apply Modus.Tollens:

(5)p --> q 'If p, then q'

'Not q'

2t.

'Therefore, not p'

Of 'course, different readers may follow different

strategica when faced with teats which are apparently deviant

in some way. In the case of .1015, at least three other

strategies !come, tO mind. First,.one might ignore ihe second

part (If sot..L.2') and also the violation of the'Maxim'of

Quantity in the first part (asking for information which is

known or inferrable), add answer yea to the first part,

leaving the second part blank.

14

A second alternative,'which would elicit the same answer

as the Modus Tollens strategy described above, is for the

reader'to decide, consciously or preconsciously, that the

deviance is due to a performance error, here a typographical

error, that the writer of the question intended. to ask the

question in (6), and to correct'thaterror:

(6)Have you in the past 5 years had any medical

advice, treatment, for disabling injury,

sicknes0[11
0

Recent research in reading (e.g. Just and Carpenter 1980)

shows that eeaders fikaee their 'foveal vision on the character

to the left of the center of cpntent words (nouns, verbs,'

adjectives, adverbs) and do not fixate on function words

(pre

are

positions, articles, conjunctions). Since both or and-for

function words, it is plausible that the latter woUld be

substituted for thn former, esor^ially in view of their

graphemic similarity.and the fact that such a substitution

would resolve the deviance. (See Marslen-Wilsoh 1971, 1975 on

hearers' preconscious correction of phonologically,

syntactically, and'aemanticaliY deviant sentences.)

A third alternative, less likely perhaps in this

_sittiatIon, is for the reader to decide that the writer is

almgly not following the Cooperative Principle and is, being

deviant, i.e.

the'reader may simply not respond.

is whatGrict calls opting out, in which case

3.4.The fotitit qmeatton.

The fourth question, #16 on the application, involves the

15
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.role of prior context in the.understanding of some utterance.

Question 016: Are you now in good health and sound

bodily condition?

On the original applicatiOn, the plaintiff had answered yes to

this question. The, company's position 'was that #16 is a

general catch-all question, asking. for information about any

health problem at all, including anything not mentioned in

previous answers. While such an understanding 16 possible, it

is not the only one that a Cooperative Reader may construct.

Another one-toes as follows. By the Gricean Maxim of

Relation, one assumes that an utterance is relevant,to the

linguistic and extralinguistic context. In particular, the

immediately preceding linguistic context is a prime candidate

for what an utterance is taken to be potentially relevant to.

If we .reconsider the immediately preceding context, we

see that Questions #15 and #16' may form a subtex1:. on the

grOUnds of'syntactic and semantic parallelisi. That is, each

begins with an auxiliary verb, continues with an inverted

subject inu and a time adverbial, and ends with verb phrase,

materia), pertaining to health. Parallelism has long been

known yo be.a .salient linguistic feature; see, for example,

Kuno 71974. Following the Parallelism Principle, hearers

inte,rpret a'sentence en the basis of.the preceding sentence,

where the two sentences exhibit parallel structure. (See also

Prince 1981.) If, on the basis of the Maxim of Relation and

the Parallelism Principle, the Cooperative Reader construes

Questions #15 and #16 as forming a. subtext, s/he will

presumably attend to the two points of contrast in the two

16

questions. One, represented in the time adverbials, c.ontrasta

'the preceding five years''(which-Ancludes the present time)

'with 'the present time',. The second contrasts 'sickness' with /

'health'. .

Let us now see what a Cooperative Reader may make of tly.s

subtext if s/he takes these points of contrast to be Belie/Wt.

If the arswer to #15 was no, the answer to #16 must

necessarily be.ges, now being included in the past 5 ye/ors.

This is at.first blush a strange situation: the asking of a.

redundant question; i.e. a question whose answer the writer

already knows, constitutes a violation of the Maxim of

Quantity, as noted above. The Cooperative Readeir, however,
el

may well note that, if the answ.dr to #15 were /es, no

violation 'would occur; that is, the writer/ay wish to know

whether the,reader.has recovered from whatrier sicknesses were

reported in #15, a most'plaustble intent4.n. Thus, following

several well - established pragmatic principles, a Cooperative

Reader may well infer that #16 is designed to elidit new

information if and.only if the answer to #15 is affitmat'ive,

an affirmative answer to #16 following necessarily from a

negative answer to #15.

4.Caveat linguiat.

Finally, I should like to tuinnow to certain'prohlems

tMit a linguist serving as expert witness may encounter.

First, linguists .Iffer crucially from all other experts In

. that their domain, language, is explicitly taken to be the

domain of the court. That is., the law holds that any English

17
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speaker is an expert on English and that the ultimate decision

regarding the laliguage of some English text resides with the

court. In the case discussed here, the defendant's lawyer

spent a good deal of time making that point in an attempt to

prevent me from being admitted as a witness. Fortunately for

me, the judge admitted me, with the stipulation that sha of

course would make 'the decision as to what the ';ext 'meant' but

that she would hear what I had to say. This As, of course,

quite different from other fields of expertise, e.g.

medicine, where the court haa ft() legally assigned competence.

A second potential problem resides in who the expert

witness' hearers are. In'this instance, I was addressing the

judge. had there been a jury, such a technical exposition

would not have been appropriate. The lawyer for whom I was

working in fact wanted a highly technical testimony, since/he

foresaw the issue of who has linguistic expertise and he/

wanted me to sound "like,an ex'pert'. Obviously, it is 'hitch

easier for a linguist to present a technical exposition than a

nontechnicalone, and a jury trial would have been far more

difficult.121

Third, linguists and lawyers speak somewhat differ'ent

languages, a fact linguists must keep in mind. The law sees a

text as''meaning something', in contrast to at least the

positio'n taken by Radical Pragmatics, whereby.. a hearer/reader

constructs an understanding on the basis of some text in

accordance with a variety of principles, strategies, and

'hypotheses. Thus it was impossible for me to answer the

i'requently posed question, What does this really_ mean?, except

20

by restating my position. A second crosscu/Nral difference

in lexicil rather, than cnnceptual: the term ambitious is a

tchnic31 term for both the law and linguistics, but the two"

fields define it differently. 'Basically, for the law, a text

that.does not clearly 'mean something' is deemed amLizilous,

close to what a linguist would call 111-:formed.131 This became

relevant during the discussion ofQuestion 111,5, when 1 was

asked if the second part of it was ambiguous. Although it may

be so from the point of view of the law, it of course.is not

- from my po0n: of view. Thus, I explained what ambiguous means

to a linguist, pointing out that the term applies to a

wellformed sentence which, for lexical or structural reasons,

has more than one logical form, e.g. fixing planes can. he

dangerous. By this definition, the second part of #15 is not

ambiguous. It, is, however, what I would call ErAgmhtje.sl,ly

illformed, or infelicitous. in n similar vein, it had to be

made cleai that Question 1113 is not technically ambiguous,

although it might be considered vague, such vagueness, not,

however, considered to constitute any illformedness.

In conclusion; it is hoped that theoretical linguists of

different subfields will increasingly be called; upon to serve

as expert witnesses in legal. proceedings and that our special

training will aid. us in bridging the (.roascnitural and

crosslinguistic differences that we will encounter when we get

to court:4j
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